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Abstract
In both tone and intonation systems, segmental context is
known to influence production and perception of target F0
contours in various ways. Many languages, for example,
prefer to realize critical F0 events during maximally sonorous
intervals, either by varying the timing of pitch movements, or
by virtue of distributional limitations on certain contour types.
Current analytic practice, by contrast, routinely ignores
segmental backdrop when estimating the perceptual efficacy
of putative cues, such as F0 turning points, to tone scaling and
timing patterns. Results of the perception study presented
here argue that pitch accent scaling is best modeled using a
weighted average of F0 sampled over a defined region of
interest, and that individual sample weights are determined in
part by the sonority of the segments from which they are
taken. That is, samples from lower sonority segments
contribute less to integrated scaling percepts than those from
higher sonority segments. This model, called TCoGF(requency), accounts for crosslinguistic tonal timing and
distribution patterns in the literature, and underscores the
danger of analyzing tonal phenomena completely apart from
the segments that express them.
Index Terms: Intonation, Pitch perception, tone scaling, tonal
timing, sonority, Tonal Center of Gravity.

1. Introduction
Since the dawn of the autosegmental era in tonal and
intonational phonology [10, 19, 4, 22], we have grown
accustomed to thinking of linguistic pitch specifications as
existing apart from, or parallel to, the segmental skeleton of
the spoken utterance. Specifications on the so-called tonal tier
must then be associated, according to the dictates of the
grammar, with appropriate Tone-Bearing Units in order to be
realized phonetically. At the same time, however, it is well
known that both perception and production of F0 can be
influenced significantly by the segmental contexts in which
contours are realized. For example, 'microprosodic' effects on
the F0 contour stem from, e.g., voicing differences in syllableinitial consonants, differences in vowel height between
otherwise comparable syllables, etc., and experimentalists
routinely control for such effects [15, 17, 26].
Less widely appreciated, however, are the ramifications of
a commonly-remarked tendency for languages to avoid
realizing critical portions of F0 contours within lower-sonority
regions of the segmental string. This tendency manifests itself
in various ways: On the one hand, intonational phonologists
have observed what appear to be systematic alterations to
tonal timing patterns in order to ensure optimal expression of
F0 contours in a given segmental context. For example, in a
variety of languages, accentual High F0 targets occur
relatively earlier in closed syllables than in open, and in
syllables closed by obstruents than in those closed by
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sonorants [5, 18, 23, 24, 25]. On the other hand, languages can
impose categorical distributional restrictions on the
association of certain tone patterns with particular kinds of
segment hosts. For example, cross-linguistically, contour tones
tend to be restricted to syllables with longer, higher-sonority
rhymes [11, 28, 29].
The latter pattern, typically observed in languages with
lexical tone contrasts, has been explained as resulting from the
comparatively greater salience of the percept of pitch during
segments that are higher in intensity and richer in harmonic
structure [8, 29]. Under this scenario, languages deploy their
fullest array of tonal contrasts only in contexts where these
contrasts are most likely to be accurately perceived. This
explanation could account for the first cases mentioned above
as well: If F0 peaks associated with intonational High pitch
accents occur relatively earlier in closed syllables than in
open, for example, we might attribute this to speakers’ desire
to realize critical pitch information (i.e. the bulk of elevated
F0) within a more sonorous portion of the syllable (i.e. the
nucleus rather than the coda).1
Against this backdrop of general awareness of the
influence of segmental context on tone perception and
production, there is also a somewhat paradoxical
countervailing tendency to assume that putative tonal targets
such as F0 turning points are of equal perceptual value
regardless of the nature of their host segments. According to
this practice, linguistically meaningful pitch accent scaling
patterns are equated phonetically with measured F0 maxima,
regardless of where in the segmental string those maxima fall;
similarly, the temporal location of F0 turning points is
estimated according to the visual salience of 'corners' in the F0
track, regardless of whether those corners fall in regions of the
signal with high or low auditory salience. In an analogous
vein, the subjective continuity of intonation contours, even
through regions where F0 is heavily disrupted by intervals of
voicelessness, has led some to assume that listeners have an
ability to effectively 'restore' missing F0 intervals to the signal
via interpolation, or extrapolation based on existing
trajectories [12, 13, 21]. Accordingly, F0 stylization
algorithms such as the Fujisaki model, MOMEL, or Tilt [9,
14, 27] create continuous F0 tracks based on gappy originals,
in some cases even locating critical F0 target points within
such 'filled in' intervals, when the shape of the interpolated
pitch curve suggests it. It is the tension between this tendency,
on the one hand, and the literature on avoidance of low-

1

Another explanation that has been offered for these altered timing
patterns is based on House's Spectral Stability Hypothesis [16, 7, 24],
whereby pitch movements are more readily perceived as such when
they are realized during regions of spectral stability. For reasons of
space, we will not treat this hypothesis further here, other than to note
that it relates less obviously to the distributional restrictions on lexical
tones noted above.
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sonority segmental hosts on the other, that inspired the
experiments described in this paper.
A first step toward resolving these issues was taken
recently by [1], who demonstrate that, at least for perceived F0
target scaling, the “perceptual completion” approach cannot be
correct.2 In that study, subjects made judgments regarding the
scaling of synthetic English High pitch accents (L+H*)
realized either as clear peak- and plateau-shaped F0 contours
extending over fully voiced segmental intervals (e.g., in a
context like ‘DAY’ might fit), or as analogous contours in
which the region corresponding to the nuclear pitch accent
contained 'missing' or inferable peaks/plateaux (i.e. mirrorimage rises and falls separated by the closures and releases of
voiceless stops, as in a context like ‘DATE’ might fit). Rather
than either extrapolating or interpolating F0 across such
voiceless intervals in a way that would register systematically
on scaling judgments, subjects were seen to behave as though
the missing intervals were absent altogether, ignoring the
gaps, and judging relative pitch accent scaling exclusively on
the basis of the F0 values actually present in the signal.
While that study gives an indication of how listeners treat
F0 gaps created by voiceless stops, it remains unclear what
listeners do with intervals in which F0 is in fact present, but
with lower-amplitude or spectral impoverishment. In the
current study we use similar investigative techniques to those
of (1), applied specifically to the perception of measurable F0
over lower-sonority intervals. We hypothesize that vowel vs.
silence are in fact two ends of a continuum of possible F0
carriers with differing degrees of salience, along which higher
sonority segments such as liquids or nasals give way gradually
to lower sonority ones, such as voiced fricatives or stops. We
predict that these sonority-based differences in the robustness
of perceived pitch will be manifested in listeners’ scaling
judgments. We situate the results of this study in a model of
tone scaling perception we call TCoG-F (Tonal Center of
Gravity in the Frequency dimension), where the perceived
scaling of an F0 event (e.g., the elevated F0 associated with a
High pitch accent) is modeled as a weighted average of F0
measured over a particular region of interest. In the calculation
of this average, F0 samples taken from more sonorous regions
are accorded heavier weights, and are thus predicted to extend
relatively greater influence over perceived scaling.

and c.) are identical in duration, as are the relevant segments
of F0 contour. What differs is only the sonority of the portion
of the syllable rhyme bearing the high, level portion of the
accentual plateau for the three target words Dane, day and
Dave. Assuming, as hypothesized above, that the perceived
scaling of this pitch accent involves averaging over F0
samples taken during the entire rhyme of the accented
syllable, we expect first that the perceived scaling of all three
of these words will end up lower than the maximum F0
realized during the plateau-portion of the contour. However, to
the extent that the perceptual contribution of any given F0
sample is weighted by a factor representing the sonority of the
segment bearing it, we expect the perceived scaling of the
pitch accents in these three utterances to differ from one
another as well. Since the highest portion of the pitch accent in
day (i.e. the plateau) occurs in a region of greater sonority than
the analogous portion of the pitch accent in Dane, the high F0
samples for day will contribute more to the resulting average,
so that day will sound higher to listeners than Dane, despite
identical F0. Correspondingly, owing to the lower sonority of
this region in Dave, we predict the pitch accent in 1c to sound
lower than those in a and b, again despite the lack of
difference in objective F0.
To test these predictions, we designed a set of
experimental stimuli similar to those used by [1] but differing
in several critical ways. As just described, all stimuli were
instances of the English words day, Dane, and Dave, realized
in the target position of the frame sentence X might fit. All
target stimuli were realized with rise-fall-rise intonation
contours (ToBI L+H* L-H%), with the nuclear pitch accent on
the first word. However, F0 for these base utterances was
resynthesized to create contours of two basic types: plateaushaped pitch accents and sharp-peak-shaped pitch accents, in
effect extrapolating the preceding rise and following fall to a
single higher intersection point instead of a plateau. These are
both depicted in Figure 1, and their deployment in our task is
detailed in Section 2.2 below.

2. Methods
The reasoning behind the current design is as follows:
Consider a set of utterances, such as those depicted in Figure
1, bearing rise-fall-rise intonation contours, with plateaushaped L+H* nuclear pitch accents on the first word of the
sentence ('X' might fit, uttered perhaps in the context of the
solution to a crossword puzzle clue), where F0 rises through
the nuclear vowel, remains high and level through the coda
nasal, and falls thereafter, before rising at the end to signal
something like tentativeness. In all three examples, the
syllable rhymes (and their constituent nuclei and codas in a.
2

At least in the most literal sense. It is still possible that non-F0 cues
within voiceless regions contribute either to the 'subjective continuity'
of the pitch contour, or to the perception of 'prominence' (a linguistic
dimension sometimes cued in part by the higher-than/lower-than
relations that underly linguistic pitch distinctions [20]. At the same
time, is worth noting the extent to which relative pitch and
prominence relations vary orthogonally (as in the expression of lexical
tone contrasts, or the difference between downstepped and nondownstepped nuclear pitch accents).
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Figure 1: Spectrograms with superimposed pitch tracks for
plateaux (blue dashed lines) and peaks (black dotted lines) for
Dane (a), day (b) and Dave (c).
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Stimulus Creation

Target phrases were created from two sets of base recordings,
one produced by a male native English speaker, the other by a
female, and then resynthesized using Praat [3]. Synthesized
segment durations for the female speaker, given in Fig. 1,
were based on mean values over multiple utterances. For
peaks, F0 rises were identical in duration (260 ms) and scaling
(212-300 Hz, a 6 st rise) for this speaker for all stimulus types,
and were followed by a 140 ms fall to 160 Hz. Plateau stimuli
had a rise of the same slope as the peaks, but truncated after
180 ms (212-273 Hz), followed by a 101 ms plateau (at 273
Hz), and a 119 ms fall to 160 Hz (the same slope as in the
peak stimuli, but starting from the end of the plateau).
Duration and F0 values for stimuli based on the male speaker
were comparable, though different in quantitative detail.

2.2.

Experimental task

Our primary question pertains to the perceived relative scaling
of nuclear L+H* pitch accents realized on syllables with
differing rhyme types. However, to avoid the potential for
confounds inherent in the direct pairwise comparison of
syllables with differing segmental content, the relative scaling
of these contours was investigated indirectly. That is, the bulk
of experimental trials consisted of the pairing of a given target
item (i.e. a target utterance with day, Dane, or Dave, with
either a peak- or plateau-shaped pitch accent) with one out of a
continuum of standard reference contours. These reference
contours were segmentally identical to the target item, but F0
throughout the accented syllable was held steady at one of 7
levels, the highest at 300 Hz, descending thereafter in .5
semitone increments (Figure 2). After the fall from the
accented syllable, F0 was identical for target items and
standards.
If we assume that corresponding level standards sound
identical in scaling regardless of syllable type, since sonorityrelated weighting variation cannot change perceived pitch for
a flat-F0 contour, then any effects of F0 weighting differences
on tokens with changing F0 should be manifest in subjects'
perception of the relative scaling of target items and their
respective level standards. (E.g., day might sound equal in
pitch to its standard level 5, while Dave might reach only level
4.)

Figure 2: Pitch tracks for standards (teal solid), plateaux (blue
dashed) and peaks (black dotted).

The task itself was 2AFC: 77 native speakers of
American English were presented with pairs of contours (a
target item and a level standard), and decided which contour's
target word reached a higher pitch. After 6 consecutive correct
responses in an initial block comparing standards separated by
≥ 3 steps, the experiment began, with each test item (2 accent
shapes X 3 word types) compared to its continuum of 7
standards (2 reps of standards 1, 2 & 7, and 3 reps of standards
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3, 4, 5, & 6 = 18) in 2 orders, for a total of 216 trials.
Additionally, there were two more trial types interspersed. The
first was represented by 36 trials pairing two level standards
separated by either 2 or 3 continuum steps for day target types
(18 comparisons x 2 orders). These trials served as a baseline
measure of participants' accuracy in discriminating pitch
levels. The final trial type involved 18 pairings consisting of
each sharp-peak-shaped version of a given syllable type with
its plateau-shaped counterpart (3 reps X 2 orders X 3 word
types). These trials served as an additional test of the
hypothesis that the phenomena under investigation here are in
fact the result of lowered perceptual salience of F0 samples
taken from utterance intervals of lesser sonority. In all such
pairings, as with the level vs. level comparisons, there is in
fact a “correct” answer: The sharp peak version of the pitch
accent should sound higher than its plateau-shaped counterpart
because it is, in fact, by any measure, higher.3 On the other
hand, since the entirety of the region of F0 difference between
peaks and plateaux fell within the region of sonority difference
across word types, if our hypothesis is correct, the scaling
difference between the two should be relatively easy to detect
for day, but progressively harder in the lower sonority rhymes
of Dane- and Dave-type stimuli. All trial types were mixed
together, and all 270 experimental trials were presented in
random order, with breaks after every 50 trials. (See Figure 3
for a schematic summary of the 4 trial types.)

Figure 3: Schematic showing the 4 types of experimental trials.

2.3. Results and analysis
Data from 62 participants is included in the analysis. (Of 77
total, 15 of whom did not reach criterion for inclusion based
on discrimination of level standards.) Fig. 4 displays results,
pooled across subjects. Lines represent the percentage of trials
in which day, Dane, or Dave was judged higher than each of
its 7 level standards. Comparing target types, the percentage of
'higher-than' judgments for Dave clearly declines earlier in the
continuum of level standards than does that of Dane, which in
turn declines earlier than day. We infer from this that day
sounds higher to listeners than Dane, and that Dave sounds
lower. This is confirmed by a mixed-effects logistic regression
analysis, using both standard level and target-syllable type, as
well as accent shape (peak vs. plateau) as fixed factors, and
participant as a random factor. The resulting model (N =
12,971, log-likelihood = -5573) shows a main effect of
standard level (Est. = -0.934 (SE = 0.017), Wald Z = -55.73, p

3

Mean F0 for the accentual high region, however measured and
weighted, was higher for peaks than for plateaux.
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< .001), and of word type, with day differing in a positive
direction from Dane (Est. = 0.256, (SE = 0.079), Wald Z =
3.24, p = .001), and Dave differing from Dane in a negative
direction (Est. = -0.504 (SE = 0.08), Wald Z = -6.29, p <
.001). Importantly, in addition to a main effect of accent
shape, with plateaux differing in a negative direction from
peaks (Est. = -0.941 (SE = 0.082), Wald Z = -11.35, p < .001),
there was also a significant interaction between accent shape
and word type: the peak-plateau difference was less salient for
Dave than for Dane (Est. = 0.276 (SE = 0.118), Wald Z =
2.34, p < .05) (day did not differ significantly from Dane in
this respect).

This same conclusion is supported by trials in which
subjects compared peak-shaped versions of a contour directly
with their plateau analogues (Figure 5). Listener judgments of
these comparisons were most accurate (i.e. listeners heard
peaks as higher) for day, less so for Dane, and were least
accurate for Dave. Another mixed-effects logistic regression
(with word type as a fixed effect and participant as a random
effect, N = 1462, log-likelihood = -849.4) shows that, while
the day-Dane distinction was non-significant (Est. = 0.187 (SE
= 0.15), Wald Z = 1.248, p = .21), the distinction between
Dave and Dane was significant in the predicted direction (Est.
= -0.358 (SE = 0.144), Wald Z = -2.494, p = .012). This
lowered accuracy for scaling judgments where the sole
difference between the two F0 contours lies within the lower
sonority region of the coda is, again, just what TCoG-F would
predict: Lower F0 sample weights during the crucial interval
understate the objective difference between the two contours
and make judgments more error-prone.
It is also worth noting that the connection between this
result and the earlier one is a first glance not obvious: on the
face of it, the fact that Dave trials sounded systematically
lower than Dane or day to our listeners when paired with level
standards bears no logical connection to the degree of
accuracy listeners might exhibit when comparing one kind of
Dave, Dane, or day contour to another in paired scaling
judgments. The connection between the two results becomes
clear only through the lens of TCoG-F.

3. Conclusions

Figure 4: Percent 'Higher-than' judgments for the three
syllable types, as a function of the level standard against
which they were compared.

These results strongly bear out the predictions of the
TCoG-F hypothesis detailed above. Day tokens sounded
higher than Dane, which sounded higher than Dave. Critical in
understanding this primary result is the significant interaction
between accent shape and word type. The fact that the
perceived scaling difference between peaks and plateaux was
less pronounced when realized over the voiced fricative in
Dave than in the nasal coda of Dane suggests that pitch
percepts stemming from the former region are indeed less
robust than those originating in the latter.

While from a phonological point of view, the advent of
autosegmentalism brought with it a great deal of progress and
innovation, in the domain of phonetic realization, there
remains a persistent danger that the core autosegmental
insight, the separation of tonal and segmental phenomena onto
distinct representational “tiers”, may at times be taken too
literally. The findings described here suggest that listeners'
perception of F0 in speech signals is influenced by the nature
of the consonant and vowel segments over which the F0
pattern occurs, even when voicing continues through those
segments; that is, F0 values in regions controlled by moresonorous segments (like vowels and nasals) are weighted more
heavily than F0 values in regions controlled by less-sonorous
segments (like voiced fricatives). This means that models
based on a straightforward mapping between values of F0
peaks and valleys on the one hand, and perceived intonational
targets, on the other, will need to be modified to take account
of the influence of host segments. Taken together with earlier
findings demonstrating the role of F0 contour shape on
perceived tonal target alignment [2], these results support a
model of intonation processing based on the Tonal Center of
Gravity in both the time and frequency domains. We suggest
furthermore that perceptual registration of individual cues in
the speech signal is only the first step in the process of
integrating multiple cues to form a single linguisticallyrelevant auditory percept. Future work will test this hypothesis
in languages other than American English.
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